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NEW QUESTION: 1
An improvement in quality costs is MOST clearly indicated when:
A. Management objectives are met.
B. Appraisal and failure costs drop.
C. Prevention costs increase.
D. Total quality costs fall below 15% of total sales.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer needs to monitor their database volumes to make sure the storage capacity does
NOT exceed the desired limits.
What should the engineer do to automate this monitoring for the database volumes?

A. create alert monitoring via charting tab
B. create an automated disk class report
C. create a Threshold Definition
D. create a Threshold Query
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference https://davidbraasch.files.wordpress.com/2012/12/680-017-017.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a clustered environment with multiple nodes, an SSLHandshakeException occurs with the
message "No trusted certificate found." while calling a 3rd party payment provider for
payments. In order for WAS runtime to use SSL, it must obtain the 3rd party payment provider's
signing certificate.
Which recommended step will resolve this issue?
A. Obtain the signing certificate directly from the server by using the "retrieve from port" option
to the key stores at each Node level
B. Obtain the signing certificate directly from the server by using the "retrieve from port"
option to the trust stores at the Ceil level
C. Obtain the signing certificate directly from the server by using the "import from port" option
to the trust stores at each Node level
D. Obtain the signing certificate directly from the server by using the "retrieve from port"
option to the key stores at each Cell level
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Universal Containers has implemented a flow that allows technicians to replace faulty or
damaged assets directly from within the field service lightning mobile app. Once a replacement
has been made, where can the asset relationship s be viewed?
A. Only the primary assets related list on the work order object
B. Only the primary assets related list on the assets object
C. Both the primary assets and related assets related lists on the work order object
D. Both the primary assets and related assets related lists on the assets object
Answer: B
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